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This winter season has brought us record breaking snow falls, tubing, fun game
nights, snowball fights, and the world’s largest T-Rex skeleton. We’ve been keeping
busy and powering through the onslaught of snow. The YMCA has also been a
great retreat for staff and students alike, offering a great way to stay active and
moving when the chilling season tempts hibernation.
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Tubing at Eagle Island
Top: Sam,
Alexa, and
Amara
warming up by
the fire.
Middle left:
Amara, Alexa,
Sam, and
Monica linked
up to speed
down the hill
together.

Since we have plenty of
snow and a tubing hill just
a few miles down the way,
it was the perfect time to
speed down a hill and feel
the cold wind in our faces!
After swooshing down the
hill countless times we
warmed ourselves by the
campfire and thawed our
paws.

Middle right: Kyle
going solo down
the hill.
Bottom Left: Kyle,
Perry, and Josh
constructing
Tommy’s house.
Bottom Right:
Tommy checking
out his new place.

A House For Tommy
Tommy received an upgrade! The
students put together a temporary
carboard house for Tommy while
his new insulated house was being
constructed. The students helped
build Tommy’s new house using
scrap wood and using recycled
jeans and t-shirts for insulation
between the walls.
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Exercise at the YMCA
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Left to right: Sam, Eugene, Perry.

The cold hasn’t kept us down! The YMCA has been a hangout for staff and students alike and has been a
great way to stay active and healthy. The Y offers many ways to exercise, some of the students’ favorite
things to do include running, swimming, and weights.

Aloft Game Nights

We have been breaking out the
board games! Our game nights
offer a great chance for students
to practice social skills, critical
thinking skills, and strategizing.
Some games work as great team
building exercises and allows us to
utilize fun ways to create positive
examples. The game pictured to
the left is a trivia game called Fact
or Crap. Players listen to a
statement and must determine if
it is fact or false. Players that
guess correctly receive a token.
Whoever has the most tokens by
the end of the game wins!
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Upcoming Events
2/3: Redbox Movie Night
2/4: Aloft Game Night
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2/5: Hap & Florence Sleigh Rides
2/10: Redbox Movie Night

2/11: Bowling @ Nampa Lanes
2/12: Edwards Movie Day
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2/17: Group Centergy @ the
YMCA
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2/18: Snowshoeing @ Bogus
Basin
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2/19: Aloft Game Night
2/25: Rock Climbing @ the
YMCA
2/26: Archery Central

Photos of the Month
Top Left: Kyle and Josh
work on constructing
Tommy’s new house.
Top Right: Alexa and
Amara walking up the hill
with their tubes.
Bottom Right: AJ poses
for a picture while helping
with dinner prep.
Bottom Left: Jordin and
Kwenton testing sound
waves at the Discovery
Center of Idaho.

